
HE Ambassador of the Republic of Venezuela offers the book to Vietnamese libraries

    

28 February 2012, at the National Library of Vietnam, Mr. Jorge Rondon Uzcategui -
Ambassador of the Republic of Venezuela in Vietnam made a solemn delivery of 200 copies
of the book "Simon Bolivar- liberation of nations, homeland creator” libraries Vietnamese.

  

  

The book "Simon Bolivar- liberation of nations, homeland creator” which was translated into
Vietnamese and published in Vietnam tells the story of the life of the hero who liberated
peoples, created several nations - Simon Bolivar. This book is divided into three parts: Simon -
a young man; Simon - a man; Simon - the liberator, recounted the life, battles, ideas and views
of the leader of a country.

  

In his speech at the ceremony, the Ambassador believes that the translation and publication of
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this book in Vietnam was an important step in the process of improving mutual understanding
and strengthening of relations between two peoples geographically distant yet having the same
dream of freedom. He also wants the Vietnamese, thanks to this book which help to understand
the country better and the Venezuelan people and their struggle for independence of the nation
in the historical context of the first half of the 19th century and this book gets to the readers of
Vietnamese all ages as soon as possible.

  

  

Ms. Phan Thi Kim Dung received the book delivered by HE Ambassador Jorge Rondon
Uzcategui

  

On behalf of Vietnamese libraries, Ms. Phan Thi Kim Dung, Director of the National Library of
Vietnam has received the book and put it into service for all readers of National Library of
Vietnam and other recipients of this gift.
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The leaders of the National Library of Vietnam with Ambassador Jorge Rondon Uzcategui

  

  

_____________________

  

Text and photos: Minh Chau
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